
FOREWORD
Shri Pujyapada Swann the author of the “hhlapadesha” (Discourse

Divine) was a Jaina saint, of the Jhqambnra sect, who flourished in the

fourth century A D. He composed several impoitant works on the

Jaina Philosophy and Religion of which the “ Sartarlhn Stddhi "
( an

elaborate commentary on the Tattt"rthn Sutra, which may be termed

the Jaina Bible), “Jrnnendia Vyakarana
91
the “ Samaihi Shat'ika " and

the “ hhtopadesa
”

are the most famous The last-named work was

translated into Hindi from the original Sanskrit by Shri Dharma-

Dtrahar, Dkarma Bhushana Brohmachnn Sital Prasadji in the year

1923. I have now translated it into English, at the suggestion ot the

respected hrahmachartjt himself, from lus Hindi translation. The

English translation has been personally revised by the brahmackanji

to whom I am indebted for the favour

The
44

Ishtopadesha
ff

is a charming composition in (ulhy<Mma-fasat

that signifies a sort of direct appeal to the experience oi self-i calusa-

tiou rather than a metaphysical study of the soul-natare through the

intellectual faculty. I have no doubt that it will prove \ery service-

able in fixing the attention of the contemplative thought, and, read

intelligently, will enable the thoughtfnl to burn up bis latmas on the

adhycUmic altai of the Glorious Divinity of the Inner Self,

IIardoi

17th May, 1925.

C. R. JAIN
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THE DISCOURSE DIVINE

Late Mr, Champatrai Jain, Bar-at-Law VidyavSridhi.

isH s**mrfH**n% stsjw^ot: i ?rw ??*rrc«;<TR, srotsg ll t II

He who lias attained the purity of his nature b> the destruction of all his karinas

by his own effort—to such an Omniscient Paramatnmn salutation is offered

Note —Omniscience is the attribute of the Pure and Perfect soul, and is the most

essential of divine qualities, which are all implied in it. In Jainism salutation is offered

to Divinity not because the devotee expects any boons from the object of his veneration

and worship, not because salutation is pleasing to Him who is the embodiment ot all

divine attributes, not even because such salutation is itself, in any sense, the aim and

object of worship, but because, the Paramatman is the Ideal of Perfection for the devotee,

who wants to realize it in His own self, and because the adoration of Him who represents

the Perfection of Divinity in Ills own pure being is the only means of attaining to it, at

least in the earlier stages of the path.

SRT I STO 1Rw I Belt II \ II

As gold in the ore is held to become pure gold on the mtenention of the real causes

of purification, in the same manner on the attainment to self-nature the impure ( uneman-

cipated ) soul is also regarded as pure Spirit.

Note.—The impure ego is like gold in the state ot ore, both of them possess the

potentiality of attaining to purity and peifection, when rid of the adhering impurities.

Smelting is the process employed to obtain pure gold from the ore, which means the

removal of the nongold that is found to be mixed up with it A lump of ore, thus, repre-

sents pure gold plus so much dro^ added to it In the same way the mancipated soul is

pure Spirit plu

*

so much tilth or dirt ( matter ) adhering to it Hence, when the filth is

removed by a process akin to that of smelting :n the case of gold, the foreign material is

separated off and self-nature attained, on the emergence of the punty of sva-dravya

(own substance), consequent on the elimination ot constituents of the not-self.

The term sia-draiya (own-substance) here includes the other three conceptions

that are homogeneous with it, namely siahala town-time, signifying the external

states that are changing in time), sui-kshetro (own space, or self-sized i. e., as

existing in its own expanse ). and si a bhaui (own* feelings or own nature, i. ^ internal



states). These maybe termed the * si a* quartette technically. The soul that is rid oi

the notrself exists m its own nature with respect to the sin quartette, while the transmi-

grating ego is overwhelmed with the conditions and limitations imposed by the com-

panionship of the not-self. This may be explained in a tabulated form, as follows —

qi sit: <7^ sna&Nr i li 5 n

Observance of vows leads to birth m the heavens, theiefore their observance is

proper, the vow less life drags one to a birth in the hells, which is pamiul; therefore,

vow les>sness should be avoided; when two persons are waiting for the arrival of another

person, but one of them waits m the heat of the sun and the other in the shade, great

is the difference between their conditions; pieciscly the same dillcrcnce is to be found

between the condition of him who lends a lile regulated by the vows and ot him whose

life is not so regulated

Note:—In the last verse divinity is said to be the natural attribute ol the soul which

nuses from w’lthxn its owrn self on the occuirencc ol the helpful causes of Self-iealization

Naturally enough the question now arises whj should one t<ike the tiouble of observing

vows and otherwise subjecting one self to a life of austerities and hardships, considering

that Divinity is actually the potential nature of the muiI 7 Will not the *upieme status be

obtained without undergoing penances and without vows 4> The reply is given here in

this verse. Painful, at times very painful, indeed, is the life which results from the

non-observance of vows. One might even descend into hells w'hich is the most undesirable

condition ot existence. On the other hand, the observance of vows leads to very happy

and desirable conditions, including a birth in the heavens Therefore the acharya says

that the difference between the soul that is leading a well regulated life and the one

whose life is not so regulated is precisely that between the condition of the man who is

waiting for the arrival, of a companion in the heat ot the day, exposed to hot winds and

the burning glare of the sun, and of him who is also awaiting the arrival of the same

person but in a cool and shady grove.

Metaphysically, of course, the helpful potent causes themselves include the obser-

vance of vows and the suffering of hardships at a certain stage of advancement; for

without them the knrmic filth cannot be separated from the soul. But the great thing to

note about the observance of vows and the suffering of hardships is this that they appear

Impure ego.

Exists mixed with impurities of

the nature of the not-self.

Is involved m impurities all over.

Possesses a form that is liable to

periodic changes on account ot

the liability to birth and death.

Is devoid of self-feeling, and
passes a joyless, cheerless exi-

stence, generally.

Pure Spirit.

Exists in His own substance

Conditions, of

existence

Is Divine all over ... ..
j

Kshet

Abides in a form that is His own foi ' Kdla
ever more

Always enj'oys the bliss and blc&sed- Bhdia
ness, appertaining to pure Spirit.

1



to be irksome and unpleasant only when thought of or looked at from a distance. When
one is imbued with the right Faith one realises at once the necessity o( a well-regulated

life and actually longs for the perfection ot character through suffering and seii-denial.

And the task does not then appear to be burden-some, but is cheerfully accepted as the

surest means of the acquisition of that joyous feeling of self-elevation which is dear to

the heart of every aspirant on the path. That virtue is its own reward, is a saying the

truth of which is not realized except by him whose life is characterized by self-imposed

suffering in the name ot Duty and Dlmrma.

«rsr *rre: far* sfr; foigcerifcft I «rt swsng Sr « null

The houI that is capable ot conferring the divine status when meditated upon, how

far can the heavens be from him ? Can the man who is able to carry a load to a distance

of two hoses feel tired when carrying it only halt a hos
k>

Note —This verse is intended to settle the doubt that might now arise in the mind

as to the respective merits of self-contemplation and the observance of vows, especially

in regard to the ability ot the former to &ecuie a rebirth in the heavenly-regions. The

answer is that the soul's contemplation can grant both moUha as well as heavens, which

are much ncarei so to speak; since he who can easily cover a distance of tour miles

without being latigued is not likely to experience trouble m going only a mile. Self

contemplation thus, is much superior to the mere obser\ ance of yours, though the latter

are able to lead to heavens for the time being

S’Ttasriwprj ft skraWgifetm.
i *r% gratae *rr% Jfwtasnfira n y ii

The happiness that is enjoyed by the jesidents ofhea\ens appertains to the senses,

is free from disturbance [ literally, disease ], enjoyable for very very long periods of

time, and is without a parallel outside the heavens 1

Note —The pleasures of a heavenly life aie but sense produced, though they are not

to be found outside the heavenly region and are exceedingly delightful. The duration

of the life, too, is incomparably longer in the hea\en than on the earth, and it is therefore

true that the heavenly pleasures are enjoyable for much longei periods than the pleasures,

of this world

S'.W g I am *Tt*TT d*!I 'I \ II

The experiences of pleasures and pains of the sarnsan jivas ( unemancipated souls

)

are purely imaginary; for thin reason the sense-produced pleasures give rise, like disease,

to uneasiness on the approach of trouble 1

Note —If the pleasuies and pains ot the world weie not the product of imagination

they would be lasting, unchangiug and eternal. But wre see that what is the cause of

pleasures to-day becomes a source of disturbance and pain as soon ns trouble arises

or calamity overtakes the enjoyer Hence the acfuirya points out that seneeproduced

pleasures and pain are purely imaginary m their nature, notwithstanding that the infatu-

ated humanity regard them as real and run after them By the use of the word imaginary

it is not to be taken that the acharya denies the reality ot the experiences altogether;

what he is aiming at in reality is only an emphasis on the nature of true happiness to

be described later.



nfan wsrfa swfa * fa i *m: *m nywfafa : n \s n

Deluded by infatuation the knowing being is unable to acquire adequate know-

ledge of the nature of things, in the same way as a person who has^lost his wits in

consequence of eating intoxicating food is unable to know them properly !

Note:—Infatuations—likes and dislikes, etc.— deprive ub of that purer form of

mental serenity which is 'necessary for the acquisition*of true knowledge, for, as is well

known, lucidity of the intellectual faculty is clouded when the mind is strongly agitated

by passions and desires and wrong convictions and beliefs.

*rw 5*r firaifrr srsnr: i wrfa surofr II c 11

All the objects, the body, the house, wealth, the wife, the son, the friend, the enemy

and the like, are quite different in their nature from the soul; the foolish man, however,

looks upon them as his own I

Note—The wise always perceive themselves as different from the objects of the

world whose relations are transient and temporary and perish after a time. The Self,

however, is unperishing and eternal, and will pass away, on death, into some other form

of life, leaving his newly-formed relations of a transient phase of life, in the course of

his eternal wandering career, mourning his loss. 801116 times the relations depart

plunging us in mourning Hence, the acharyn points out that the relations and, like

them, the other objects winch either leave us or are themselves left behind, on death, aie

all different from the Self in their nature for otherwise they will always accompany the

soul and cause it pleasure at all times and under all conditions.

<a*Jt Hit nit i fa$ sfa wt n H

The birds gather together to pass the night, on a tree, from various places in diffe-

rent directions in the evening; but .it the earliest moment at the break of day they depart,

in the pursuit of their diverse purposes, for different places in all directions T

Note —The world is like a tree where the birds gather together to pass themight, in

the morning they are gone In the same way friends and relations are formed in this

world, as if for the night; at the break of day we part company from them, each oue

going his own way ! Who, then, but the foolish will suffer himself to be entangled with

such
4

roosting-time ' ties ?

fans*;: ifa, whto iftjwjfa i sqfgsfarcroHrsni, vfa « 1° H

Why should the evil-doer become angry with him who takes revenge on lum ? He

who pulls down the trangura with both his feet is himself felled to the ground through

its instrumentality ! This is but just ! It therefore, does not become one to get angry *

Note*—The trangura is an instrument so constructed that if a man holds it with

both his hands and then tries with his feet to pull it down to the ground, it will overthrow

him at once. The arharya likens the action of an evil-doer to the result of pulling down

the trangura. The evil one experiences at this moment from the bands of an enemy is

sure enough the result of one's own evil-doing m the past. It is that evil which like the

trangura has rebounded ou oneself and is responsible for one's suffering. Surely, this



is but justice, pure and simple. Where is, then, room for anger in this ? The point is tha

in this world evil is caused by evil, what is experienced now as an evil, experience is

sure enough the resultant of an evil act done by us in the past. The experiencer of evil

is thus himself proved to be the doer of evil ana the cause of his own suffering Still it is

necessary to punish the evil-doer, for otherwise it wall be destructive of society and good

order. The wise man should, however, so control himself that he should do his duty,

but should not allow hunself to be carried away by passion in its discharge. The judge,

for instance, should so deport himself as to punish the prisoner who is proved to be

guilty, but while doing so he should maintain his own serenity of mind and should

not allow his decision to bo influenced by anger. The result of anger is very harmful

for the soul, it tends to undesirable conditions in the next rebirth. Hence, the judge who

allows Ins mind to be swayed by passion will be incurring the liability for a painful

hereafter, while the judge who merely discharges his duty and remains calm and

collected and of an unruffled temperament will be avoiding that liability and will also

be shortening his own bondage as the lesult of passionlessuess.

\ 11 K\ II

Tied to the long rope intwined with [ the strands of ] attachments and aversions,

the soul is whirled about in the ocean of snws^ra ( transmigratory existence) for

immeasurable tune, led by ignorance 1

Note —Love and hatred, or attachment and aversion, arc the causes of bondage and

transmigration. The series of births and deaths is unending, except in the case of him

who acquires Selfknowcdge Hence the statement that souls wander about in transmigra-

tion for time beyond measure. Ignorance of the real nature of the soul and the non-soul,

and of happiness and what is not happiness though it may appear to be so, is the producer

ot loves and hatreds of embodied life. Led by these the soul comes and remains under the

sway ot karmic forces that drag it about in different conditions and grades of existence

in the different parts of the world.

fqqq?qq*iq& i qi^ra^q^^r:, »«fn faq*: 3* n 11

The samsura ( transmigratory condition ) is like a wheel at a well, where before one

bucketful of distress is got o\er a large number of afflictions overtake the soul 1

Note —The thoughtful mind only discovers the world to be full of misery and pain

m all conditions. No one thinks of associating happiness with the conditions of existence

in the lower grades of life. The trees are rooted to the spot and remain perpetually

exposed to the inclemency of seasons, they are further subjected to all kinds of afflictions

in the shape of cutting, piercing, burning, uprooting an the like. The smaller insects

are destroyed by the thousand by the careless movements of their bigger fellow-beings.

No one cares for their wnthings and suffering The birds and beasts and fishes are

seized and devoured mercilessly by animals and men. Man himself is a constant prey to

the fear of death, and lives in perpetual dread of calamity and misfortune. Those even

who may be regarded as favourites of fortune are troubled with many kinds of mental

and bodily troubles of their own and of their relations and friends. And at the end of a

career, even where it bos been the least undesirable, there is nothing more comforting

than the grave or the burning pyre to look forward to. Death and the blankness of death

ever stare the thinking being in the face. Human life is short and the best of its condi-



fcions is ephemeral and fleeting; you have hardly celebrated the advent of a joy when its

place is taken by affliction in some form or other. Those who are nnlnckly spent their

whole time in crying and lamentations. Their suffering ceases even to excite the pity

of the passers by, by its frequency. Some of them actually experience all the excruciating

horrors of hell-life without being in hell ! Kings and millionaires and potentates are no

exceptions; they are subject to the pain and misery which the flesh is heir to. The

acharya
,
therefore, justly says that this world of transmigratory life is so full of suffering

and pain that you have hardly got-over one affliction when its place ‘has been filled up

with a dozen others. The wise should, therefore, only seek to obtain release from the

world to obtain nirvana where there is eternal peace and joy and 'life unending.

3*»3srrs*£<ir swrrfan I an: stefa sstinfsra srcsr II U li

He who regards himself as happy on account of the possession of wealth and other

like objects of desire, that are obt lined with gieat trouble, that require a lot of bothera-

tion in their protection and Unit aie after all penshable, is like the fool who eats

clarified butter when suffering from fe\er and then thinks that he is enjoying

good health

!

Note:—Ghee ( clarified butter ) only goes to aggravate fever, so that he who eats ghee

in that condition and regards himself as healthy because oi Ins eating ghee is a big fool.

Precisely the same is the cate with the man who considers lumselt lmppy because he is

surrounded by the objects and sources of pleasure These, too, aggravate the heat and

fever of lust, and depart sooner or later without producing anything like satisfaction,

that is happiness and rest and peace. The aclvn >//, therefore, points out that it is an act

of folly to regard oneself as happy when enjoying material prosperity and the like, which,

it w further pointed out, are acquired with a lot of trouble and exertion and which

involve a great deal of additional trouble in guarding and protecting, and which,

notwithstanding all this worry and trouble, arc ultimately bound to depart, being

perishable by nature.

qbiTfasr i 11 la n

The fool is not warned by seeing distress oveitake others; he acts like the man w'ho,

be ited on the top of a treo in the midst of a burning forest, sees deer and other living

things perish, but does not think that the same fate is soon to overtake him f

Note —The achart/a here gives us a true description of the individual blinded by

the lusts of the world, who though surrounded by calamity and distress all round is still

unable to check himself in time to turn to the true side of life, taking no warning by the

fate of others.

grglfarewfa'feg I *ri^T srh li \\ 11

Time is the cause of the shortening of the duration of life as well as of the increase

ol wealth : the amassers of wealth [thus] love money more than their lives 1

simr* Srrel famrfw I <rf%* fafowfk n \\ 11

The poor ’man who accumulates wealth so as to be able to acquire merit and the

destruction.of evil karmas by spending it in charity is like the man who covers himself

with filth in the expectation that he is going to bathe his body thereafter.



Note:—The acquisition of wealth is accompanied by so much evil-doing and evil-

thinking that it itself implies a lot of sin accruing to the soul : what purpose can, then,

be served by charity and good works thereafter. The man who enters a drain fall of

filth in the hope that he will have a good bath afterwards covers himself for a certain

with filth. Whether he will be able to wash it off thereafter is an entirely different matter

!

i »wk*w gsft: nw
What ! will any wise man indulge in the pleasures of the senseB which cause trouble

in their acquisition, enkindle lust and desire at the moment of enjoyment and are very

painful at the time of parting ? Should a wi*e man do so, he would not abandon himself

to the lustful feeling.

Note—According to the degree of foresight developed by them, men fall into

three classes, namely, the short-sighted, the far-sighted and the farthest-sighted. The

first class is that of fools, as all will agree. The second is that of men who are wordly

wise. They are learned and thoughtful, but only m matters pertaining to the world, and

the ooncerns of the immediate life that comes to an end after some three score years and

ten, when their wisdom also perishes. The third class comprises those few but deeply

thoughtful souls who have understood the nature of life and know that the soul survives

the physical death They are familiar with the true nature of things and know that

there is no rest or peace for the soul outside nirvana. They are the farthest-sighted, for

this reason ; we may also call them i^nrwn-sighted, for Dharma signifies the ultimate

Truth and the nature of things. Of these Knowers of the true nature of things it is said

that they will not indulge in sensual lusts, knowing them to be the causes of suffering

and pain, though not appearing to be such to the first or the second classes of men.

Should a Knower of Truth be found to indulge in the pleasures of the world, he would

not abandon himself altogether to them, but would only be influenced by them in so far

as he is unable to resist the forces oi karmic infatuation engendered in the past. The

point is tins that the knowledge of Truth changes the angle of vision of the wise One who

may not be able to resist the temptation but who will detest himself all the time for his

failings, where the fool will simply plunge himself head long in the whirling vortex of

pleasures and lusts.

ar* sFftwrfq i wrarmnaig smrct mr ii U it

By the contact of which even pure objects are rendered impure and which is a

constant source of affliction, to seek to provide such a body with the objeotfl of plea-

sure is vanity l

Note:—It is not the nature of the senses to ever attain to anything like a lasting

sense of gratification. The .source and Btore-house of impurity, the body may be surroun-

ded by all sorts of luxuries and things that are expected to give one pleasure; but its

cravings only increase while the things which it touches become impure for any other

purpose l

afowiqwfc i qUwlWKW , asfrww*!** « 1", II

Whatever action is beneficial to the soul is harmfal to the body, and whatever action

is beneficial to the body is harmful to the soul

!



Note:—The association of the soul and the body being the cause of the pain and

misery appertaining to embodied existence, nirvana really only signifies the destruction

of the fleshy prison of the soul, when the latter, fully exalted and immortal in its own

right, is installed in the Temple of Divinity as a God, by the mere process of emanci-

pation from the bondage of matter. Hence, whatever tends to the fattening of the body

is necessarily the source of continued affliction to the soul and vtce versa.

refagrmfqrffer, 3^, fnrftpfaPi 11 11

When the divine wish-fulfilling Jewel and a piece of refuse both are obtainable by

meditation, which of these will the man of discrimination choose ?

Note.—The man of discrimination will naturally prefer the soul which is like a

divine wish-fulfilling Jewel, capable of conferring the inconceivably great boon—the

status and the joy of Divinity—to a passing pleasurable form of sense-tickling that is

like a worthless piece of khalt ( a cake of sesamum seeds from which oil has been extra-

cted ) and serves only to prolong and to embitter the bondage of karmas.

This soul can be adequately known by self-contemplation and is of the size of its body,

immortal, of an exceedingly blissful nature and the knower of Loka and Aloka 1

Note:—In this sloka the acharya has given a brief description of the soul as freed

from the bondage of matter. It is, roughly speaking, of the size of its physical body and

is indestructible, hence immortal. Knowledge and bliss appertain to it by nature, being

but two of its divine attributes It can be known adequately m self-contemplation, and

when established in its natural purity, freed from the corrupting companionship of

matter, it is the enjoyer of unbounded joy and the knower of the entirety of things, which

constitute what is known as the Lokaloka ( Loka «* the universe of life and matter+a/ofra

the infinity of Pure space lying beyond the Loka ).

1 srcrmmaw m<aWRfo fewrq. 11 «

n

Controlling his senses, with concentrated mind, the knower of the Self should

contemplate the Self, seated in his own Self, through the Self f

Note—The contemplation of the divinity of the Self, that is the soul, is only possible

through the soul itself, by turning the attention inwards. Now, because the self is seated

inwards and the objects of the senses which attract and enthral the mind lie outwards,

the withdrawal of the mind from the outside, that is to say the conti oiling of the lustful

cravings of the lower nature, is an absolute necessity for the realisation of the glory

appertaining to Life. For one cannot serve two masters at one time. The Self and the

world are antagonistic m nature. The dominance of the latter means the mancipation

and distress of the former. Hence, the wise banish the world completely from their

thoughts and attend with one-pointed mind to the glorious Divinity of the Self,

seated inside.

1R^irfirarerrwR: 1 wfer RWTfer gufa-gfaraw 11 11

Devotion to ignorance bestows ignorance, and devotion to Gnana ( self-knowledge

)

bestows Knowledge : for it is well established that a thing can grant only that of which

it is possessed

!



Note.—-False beliefs and wrong convictions can never lead to true knowledge; for

you cannot get what is not contained in the nature ol a thing, e. g., blood out of stones.

But he who seeks knowledge is sure to be rewarded by enlightenment; for the law is that

he who seeks shall find, he who asks shall get what he asks for and he who knooks shall

be admitted into light, provided only the seeking, the asking and the knocking is sincere

and persistent and in harmony with the nature of things.

i whuraraj f*rkT nw n

By bearing with equanimity, by the power of the soulforce, the trials and hardships

consequent on world-renunciation, is accomplished speedily the destruction of karmas

and the stoppage of further inflow thereof !

Note.-r-There are two aspects of the karmic force the dra/ya and the bhava karmas.

Dravya karmas simply mean matter which flows into the soul with every thought and

word and deed. Bhara karmas are inner mental states, that is to say feelings, cravings

and the like which are the causes that lead to the inflow of matter towards the soul. The
bondage of the soul consists in the state of embodiment which signifies association with

matter. The ascetic aspires to separate his soul completely from the material impurities

that defile and hold it in bondage. The inflow of matter is termed israia^ and takes

place only because of a certain kind of magnetic attraction which the soul developes under

the influence of desire It ceases when the soul becomes desireless completely. The

matter existing m combination with the soul also then begins to dissolve and soon

becomes separated from it This is termed mrjara
, in the course of which many

hardships have to be fnced by the aspirant If these are cheerfully borne, the goal of

freedom and bliss is reached speedily, and the soul becomes a pure and perfected God

The destruction of desire, therefore, is the key to the situation, and the achnrya points

out that those who preserve equanimity of mind in the midst of trials and temptations

speedily attain to the Supreme Status by the stoppage of the fresh inflow and the

destruction of the existing karmas.

srisr, l ii-.hi

In a statement such as ‘ I am the maker of the mat ', two objects are implied; but

where the soul itself is the instrument as well as the object of contemplation, how can

there be duality in that state ?

Note—-This sloka is intended to further elucidate the nature of self-contemplation

which is non-dual. There nre in that state no two separate objects like a mat and the

man who made it, but the object of contemplation is the same as he who contemplates.

The soul in reality only contemplates its own inherent glory, so as to realize its hidden

divinity. Hence acharya points out that there is no room for duality in the process of

pure self-contemplation.

*s*ft aft*:, swft faiw: awusS **?%*, f***?* mil

The soul involved m the delusion of egoity is enmeshed in the bondage of karmas

;

he

who is free from delusion of egoity is freed from the bondage of karma • this is the order

of things; such being the law, one should try in all possible ways to attain to pure

self-contemplation, devoid of the delusion of egoity.



Note:'—We have already seen that desire is the root of bondage. Here the acharya

takes ns a step farther towards the analysis of desire, which is rooted in the delusion of

identity with the body. The ordinary man only knows himself as the physical persona-

lity. and naturally remains absorbed in the gratifications of the bodily cravings and

wants. This is the delusion which the acharya warns ns against.

spaft, fTsft qMtafntePC: I 5TUT: *TT91 H&OT Iftvsll

I am one, I am without delusion, I am the knower of things, I am knowable by

Master Ascetics; all other conditions that arise by the union of the not-self are foreign

to my nature in every way !

Noter—The soul is here described from what is known as the mshchaya naya, that is

to say in respect of its pure natural attributes; m other words, as a pure spirit The

pure spirit is devoid of parts, and therefore only one; being a pure embodiment of know-

ledge, without any obstructing \eils to curtail the field of its knowing functions, it is

devoid of delusion; rid of all forms of defilement and corruption, it is pure; having

omniscience for its attribute, it is the true knower; and not being endowed with sensible

qualities, it is knowable by the super-clairvoyant vision of Great Ascetics and Saints.

All the other qualities, attributes and relations which appertain to embodied existence

are really produced under the corrupting influence of matter, and are, therefore, not

natural to a pure Spirit.

gwhftC'fflRra ,
i ?rcr: wtararcy.ffir- li n

The souls involved in transmigration have to suffer a multitude of afflictions, owing

to the association of the not-Self, the body and the like therefore, I [ shall ] renounce

them along with all the activities of the mind, the body and speech !

Note:—He who does not control the activities of his mind, speech and body, which

are the three channels of sin, only prolongs his boudage and the tran«*migratory life

which is simply full of pain and misery, even under the beBt of conditions. The aspirant

after the final release, therefore, resolves in the manner indicated in the text.

* if wr«n 1 sirs susft * * glsifo 33% mu
I am not subject to death; then, what should I fear death for ? Nor am I subject to

disease, then, what can cause me pain ? I am not a child; I am not an old man; nor am
I a youth : all these appertain to the flesh ( matter

)

T

Note:—Pure Spirit is free from death and disease, and has no concern with the

divisions of life, childhood, youth, oldage and the like. These are different conditions

that appertain to the body of matter, which is, undoubtedly, not the same thing as Spirit

or the soul. Why should, then, one fear death ? aud how can one be really affected by

disease ? The saint, knowing the pure immortal aud incorruptible nature of the soul

speedily attains to the highest and best condition of Life which is enjoyed by all who
acquire the purity of their spritual nature.

gaftfaRIT 3*551: I vffcgfefow 5T *351 HV»!I

Again and again, through delusions, have the bodies of matter been enjoyed and

thrown off by me; how can I long for them now that I am endowed with true wisdon^

for no one likes to eat the leavings.



Note:—In the part infinity of time, during whioh the immortal soul has never ceased

to exist, it has pat on all kinds of bodies and enjoyed, again and again* the pleasures

appertaining to embodied existence, through them, throwing them off always at the end

of each form of life. The bodies and things of matter are thus like the leavings in a

plate which nobody will like to eat. The Right Believer whose vision has been clarified

to perceive the true side of Life, therefore, cannot long for them, since it will be like a

longing to eat the leavings and refuse.

afrit i wr<5 «t*r * iwfcr lutii

Karma works in its own cause; the soul works for its own good : who is there In the

world that will not work for his own good when he has the power to do so ?

Note—Since karma produces larma
,
and thus is the cause of the perpethation of

the soul's bondage, it is here dere described as working in its own cause, the soul also

works for its own good, that is to say against the karmtc power, when it is able to do so

The interests of the two thus clash with each other. The acharya here exhorts the soul

that has acquired the wisdom of the saints to gird up its loins for the destruction of the

enemy; forthere is no one in the world who will not like to destroy his foe when he ha8

the power to do so, especially such a foe or karma
, that acts by stealth and strikes merci-

lessly and hard.

vfrreTTtrrt i tvjnwfm II ^ li

O Witless one ! thou ait serving tlus visible show that is not thyself; thou shouldst

now renounce doing good to others and take to doing good to thine own Self l

Note*—It is the way of the world that one gives up serving those who are found to

be inimical to oneself. The soul has been serving its physical body and the rest of the

visible sensible panorama, in the belief that its good lies with the things outside itself.

But it has now learnt their real nature They Are - all the ties and joys and relationships

of the world, taken together—only so many enemies in disguise ! The aeharyat therefore,

exhorts the soul that is endowed with true insight into the nature of things to abandon

them to their own fate and turn to its own welfare, that is, to take to self contemplation.

i strict m il H 11

He who has acquired the discrimination between the Self and the not-Self, through

the teaching of the preceptor, by lepeated meditation on the nature of things, or by direot

inner Self-perception, that great soul enjoys the happiness appertaining to salvation

constantly !

Note:—-Salvation and the happiness appertaining to it are obtained by self-contempla-

tion, when the karma

b

are destroyed and the soul is left as a pure Spirit, omniscient, and

blissful and immortal in its own natuie

Because of its internal longing for the attainment of the highest Ideal, because of its

understanding of that Ideal, and because of its engaging itself in the realisation of its

Ideal, because of these the soul is its own preceptor !

Note:—The outside Teachers and guides are only helpful where the soul itself is ripe

Jfcr advancement on the path; their word is of no avail where the hearer is not open tp



receive it For this reason the real teacher and guide is the soul itself; and ho far as

exertion is implied in the realisation of the Ideal, it is the soul's own action which can

ever lead to its advancement and progress on the path Hence the statement that it is

its own preceptor

!

faiwiwifr Wt I ftfamrerowg, n v* 11

Those not yet qualified for the acquisition of Truth cannot become the knowers of

Truth; the knower of Truth cannat become devoid of it; external Teachers are useful

like Ether which is but helpful in the motion ( of moving things )

!

Note:—The acharya here elucidates the nature of the teaching from an outside

source. It is like ether which is helpful to the object in motion, but which does not push

or move any one. Similarly an externa] Guide can help only the <wul that has acquired a

longing to proceed on the Path of Freedom; lie cannot impart the impulse which is to

initiate the proceeding

!

•nwforfcfo mrifr i Hr* fJtanmsr: 11 %\ 11

He in whose mind no disturbances occur and who is established in the knowledge of

the Self,—such an ascetic should engage himself diligently in the contemplation of his

soul, in a lonely place

Note —The one-pointedness of the mind which is necessary foi steady mcdition is

exceedingly difficult in a place where there is even a likelihood of disturbance Hence,

it is pointed out here that self-oontemplation should be performed in a lonel) place

tot tot wrrafir, afrot i tot tot * forcr gsror atft n 3vs n

As greater and greater progress is made in the realization of the gloiiou^ Self, m> is

lessened, more and more, the liking for even those objects of pleasure which m ly be

obtained with ease.

Note:—This sloka describes the effect of the progress in self enjoyment. It is

destructive of the cravings of the lower natnre The Self is blissful by nature; he who

begins to enjoy the divine thrill ef spiritual bliss certainly cannot thereafter hanker for

worldly pleasure, the craving for which decreases as the enjoyment of true happiness

increases.

TOT TOT * crtrfr, ftroi: arfv I TOT TOT gPTPTT^T, STRmT II \C II

As even those objects of pleasure which are easily obtainable become increasingly

intolerable, in the same measure does the glorious self come into one's enjoyment *

Note:—The enjoyment of the natural inherent joy of life increases side by side with

the sense of indifference for worldly pleasures. Thus the more there is of the enjoyment

of the internal spiritual happiness, the less is the cra\ing for the sense-produced

pleasures; and, conversely, the greater the sense of indifference for worldly attractions

and joys, the greater the enjoyment of the real bliss appertaining to Life.

The seeker of the self regards the whole world as a product of illusion; and is moved

by the desire to attain to self-realization. If he ever becomes entangled in anything else

]p wpeats of it I



Note:—Self-realization is possible only by completely taming the back On the temp-

tations and snares of the world, hence, he who longs to attain to it mast regard the

panorama of the world as transient, instable and fleeting, in other words, as the product

of illusion. The wise man will thus never allow himself to be entangled in anything

worldly. Born with all the weaknesses of the human nature, he is nevertheless subject

to powerful cravings and impulsions, and may, under their influence, deviate from the

proper path. The achnrya says that the true characteristic of a wise man is that when-

e\er he is entangled in any of the worldly pleasures, neglecting his proper dharma

( duty ), lie will be repenting of his wrong action, even while doing it For repentance

implies confession which is half the amends.

csamraesifc, fsnre arfsrcrur. i firesrcfir $4 lh«> #

The seeker after the Self longs for solitude, preferring dissociation with men; if he

has to speak to men for a purpose oi his own, he puts it out of his mind as soon as it

is said i

Note —Solitude is absolutel> necessary for pure self-contemplation.

fir * iji*, sr i wrafa si n «t n

He who 1ms firmly established himself in the knowledge of the Self, such a one does

not speak while speaking, does not move while moving and docs not see while seeing 1

Note —When a man lias put his faith firmly in the Self his actions cease to bind, that

is to say, affect him. Ills actiuty iu such a case ceases to be volitional and becomes

automatic, as it were Of such a being it is correct to say that speaking he does not

speak, moving about he docs not move about, and seeing he does not see.

fafa* i *nlftr, 4W| u « II

The ascetic immersed in the process of self-realization has no awareness of even his

body, being undisturbed by questions such as what is the soul ? what is its nature ? who

is its master ? from whom is it derived 9 where does it reside ? and the like.

Note:—In the culminating snmadlii ( the condition of entrancement of self-realiza-

tion ) thought is over-powered by the thrilling pulsation of the ]oyousness of self-feeling.

Consequently, no question arises as to the nature, attributes, etc., of the soul-substance.

The entire soul is then filled with the rapturous rhythm of a life that is at once illumined

anil blissful by its own light and the inherent ecstasy of delight In that state there

can, of course, be no engrossment oi the conscious faculty with the idea of the physical

personality or its basis and abode, the body of matter.

41 q* Ewqra ftfr, si dir 1 41 to avnqwm sr * q^jfir u 11

He who abides in a place, becomes attached to the place he who takes a liking to a

locality does not give it up to go elsewhere !

Note:—This is the general rule. When a person likes a place he sticks to it and does

not think of leaving it and oi going to another place. Similarly, the ascetic who loves

the state of the samadhi of self-realization never entertains the idea of departing from it,

it being full of delicious joy and ecstasy for him.



i nwafajtatg, vswb *r i w 11

The ascetic, not stirring ont of his Self and not attending to the particular natures

of the not-self, does not become their enjoyer; by not enjoying the not-self he is not

bound by karmas, but becomes released from them !

Note:—The law governing karma and transmigration is this that attachment and

aversion for objects of the senses are the causes of bondage of the soul. They cause the

influx of a kind of subtle invisible matter into the soul substance, and the fusion of the

inflowing material with the soul is the form of the bondage of karma that is so harmful

to the self. The soul not falling in the category of the objects of sense, its contemplation

does not give rise to attachment and aversion; on the contrary, it is productive of a state

of equanimity and indifference in the mind that is engaged in the enjoyment of the

natural inborn joy of his own real self. Hence he is not afflicted with fresh karmic

bondage while he ie engaged in self-contemplation. In addition, his existing kaimtc

bonds also begin to break np on account of the prevailing state of equanimity; because

what is attracted into the soul in consequence of an agitated state of the mind must begin

to disperse and depart when a contrary state is established therein The achanjn, there-

fore, says that the samadht of self feeling has a two fold merit : it is, firstly, not produc-

tive of any additional mancipation for the soul, and, secondly, it is actually destructive

of the existing bondage.

The not-self are surely never the Self; only sorrow accrues to the soul from them *

the Self ever remains the Self; it is, therefore, the cause of happiness; because of this,

great personages have exerted themselves for the realization of the Self 1

Note.—The distinction between sense-produced pleasure and the natural joy

appertaining to the soul itself is again emphasized here by the aiharya, for what shall a

man profit if he gain the whole world but lose his own soul ? The fact is, as the

Jainacharyai have demonstrated, over and over again, that the soul is blissful by nature

and comes into the enjoyment of surpassing, unsurpassed bliss by the simple practice of

self-feeling. The pleasures of the world are false and illusory, as compared with the

joyousness of life itself; they even fail and deceive one in the most critical moment.

Moreover, nothing in the class of the not self is lusting and unperisbing, so that he who

becomes attached to them has sooner or later to lament their loss Sometimes he himself

has to part from the objects of pleasure, when the parting is all the more terrible. What

good can, then, oome of attachment to the objects in the world ? Atman ( the Self ) alone

is, thus, the fit object of attachment, and it rewards the devotee with life eternal and

knowledge and joy unlimited !

aw aq,m arrg irat: wtftw, ggnfag g*fau ii

Matter which the nndisoerning soul attaches itself to never leaves him wherever he

goes in the four gatis !

Note:— Gafts signify the four principal types of embodied existence, in which souls

are being constantly born and reborn in the course of their transmigration. These are

the eelestial, the hellish, the hnman and the sub-human or the lower kingdoms, the last of

whioh includes all kinds of animals, plants and all other lower forms of life. All these

are imposed on the soul because of the companionship of matter of whioh the not-self are



chiefly composed. The law of the influx of matter has already been noticed a little earlier.

It shows that the effect of the love of the not-self on the Self is its being over-powered

by matter in the shape of the undesirable forces of karma that drag it from one gati to

another oi in the numerous clashes and sub-classes of the same type. The aiharya,

therefore, di-»course^ on the tolly of the undiscerning who peipetuate their bondage by

their own acts, not knowing the natuie ot the Law that keeps the soul tied to the ever-

revolving wheel of transmigration. He who allows himself to fall in love with matter*^"

and all the not-self aie perceived by us only in so far as they are matter—should know

that the object he falls in love with will not abide to console or grant solace to his heart

lor ever, but matter will cling to linn, because of that act of love, all the more closely !

Knowing this the seekei alter the glory oi the £elf will shun the pursuit of the objects

ot the woild once the law la slmwu to him.

arafroiffcfwwS i srwl n w\s 11

He who is firmly established in Ins own Self, and keeps away from the worldly

intercourse, a supieme kind of happiness is produced in the being of such a yogi I

Note:— Divine bliss is the nature of the soul which is realized the moment one is rid

ot all the sense of attachment to the world and is immersed in pure self-contcmplafciou.

i * n vc n

Self pioduced happiness is constant!} burning up the harmu iuel in large quantities,

while the yogi, indifferent to the external pain, i*> not affected by it in the least f

Nole —The Mastei \scetie is constantly absorbed in the enjoyment of the spiritual

happiness pertaining to Ins soul, and is, theiefore, not affected by bodily di-comforts and

pains to which he doe-s not even attend consciously.

-aBraifaft wtfk:, gFfira gggfo ll II

That evcelleut and supreme light of the Self is the destroyer of ignorance,—the

seekers aftei sal\ atiou should always eugr/ge themselves in questioning others about it

in affectionately seeking it and m realizing it by actual experience !

Note —The soul being the embodiment of knowledge is antithetical to ignorance.

Hence the injunction to be constantly engaged in talking and thinking ol it and in feeling

it m every other possible way It will not do to turn to the Self tor a moment or two

once a week or even e\ery da>; for the habit of the mind is that it runs always after

what has engaged its attention the most of the time. The reason why novitiates in yoga

find it difficult to concentrate then mind ou the Self is to be found in the fact that their

habitual thinking unconsciously directs the stream of thought into the accustomed

channels of activity, and the slightest temptation, which they have never learnt to lesist,

suffices to steal away their determination.

gyiSHBW , I <I«9 filWSC: II X® II

The Self is different from matter, matter is different from the Self this is the

quintessence of all the compilation^ ot wisdom; all the rest of knowledge is but an

amplification of this

!

Nole —Ileie the achatya sums up the lesult of the entire discourse and says that the

one thing to know is the fact that the soul is not matter, nor matter the soul. This is the

quintessence of philosophy, though it is necessary to explain it in detail for the benefit of



the ignorant who entertain many doubts on the subject. Whoever has understood thin

one crucial point or fact thoroughly, so that no doubt is left in his mind concerning the

nature and divinity of the sonl, is the knower of truth who is sure soon to reap the benefit

of his knowledge, and attain to the supreme status outside the painful dreary realm of

transmigration and the kingdom of Death For the soul being actually divine by nature*

its divinity remains unrealized only just so long as it is ignorant of itself and devotes all

its time to the pursuit of the non-self. Hence, when Self-knowledge has dispelled the

thick mists of ignorance and set its natural energy of dispassion in opposition to the

forces of karma
,
the destruction of the latter becomes only a question of time, and is

encompassed, generally, in the course of three or four incarnations, when it is loft, as the

result of the process of self-realization, as a pure Spirit, all-knowing, immortal and

eternally blissful, a pure and real Divinity, second to none in the three worlds,, and the

object of devotion and worship on the part of del as ( celestials ) and men.

'sffarc;, msmrawwra r snranrfow II

feftragqift *r3r gfoferi fireroigwifa n si n

The wise bhavya* who has well understood the teaching of the “ l&htopadeslia ", and

who maintains the serenity of the mind by the effort of his will when he is respected

as well as when disrespect is shown to him, and who has freed hitnself from the attach-

ment to the non-self, obtains the matchless ti ensure of mokbhn, whether he live in a city

or in a jungle f

* The soul that is endowed with realizable potentiality for the attainment of salva-

tion is termed bhaiya
,
while the abhaiya ( a, not bhavya ) is the soul that is potential!}

divine like the bhavya, but with a portentinlity that is not realizable into actuality.

NOTE:—Faith in the glorious nature of the Self and mental equanimity are the

chief things necessary for the obtainment of release from the cycle of births and deaths

(transmigration) The rule with faith is that it never fails to translate itself into action,

sooner or later, since belief is the builder and moulder of character, and the controller ol

impulses. For this reason, even the greatest sinner need riot despair, and if he will be

intelligently try to understand the teaching herein imparted and apply himself to put

faith into it he will soon find himself travelling on the road to saintship Whether he

walk towards it or travel in some more speedy way, will depend on the nature of the

obstruction that might be offered by the karma* of hib pievious like. Bat even the worst

of karmas begin to lose their power under the loosening influence of the Right Faith, and

are speedily destroyed by the scorching fire of Right Knowledge-Mental equanimity is

speedily reached in thi-. manner, and the rest becomes easy by a constant meditation on

the “ IshtopadeBha " which is the Discourse Divine as well as the name of the book in

the reader's hand !


